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内 容 摘 要 
内 容 摘 要 
银行市场退出监管是金融监管的重要组成部分。随着我国银行业全面对外
开放，国内银行业面临的风险将增大，研究银行市场退出机制对完善我国金融


















































The market exit supervision of bank is one of the most important parts of 
financial supervision. With the opening to the outside world, the bank risk which the 
Chinese bank industry faces is increasing. So it has vital significance to study the 
market exit system of bank for perfecting Chinese financial supervision.  
In this paper, we firstly give the definition of bank failure. Then we analyze the 
reasons which cause the bank failure from intrinsic vulnerability of bank industry, 
fluctuation of macroeconomic, government excessive intervention and financial 
freedom. 
Then, we analyze the related problems of market exit of bank. The goal of 
market exit of failure bank lies in improving the efficiency of financial system and 
creating the conditions which can enhance the stability and sound development of 
financial system. The market exit of failure bank has three forms which are M&A, 
bankruptcy and closure. Various exit forms will cause various influence to financial 
system stability.  In this paper we think that the choice of reasonable exit form 
should take four factors into consideration which are cost and revenue, crisis state, 
moral hazard, official supervision and market discipline. Through analysis, we 
conclude that the best market exit form of failure bank is that the financial 
supervision authority promptly closes the failure bank and encourages other sound 
banks to purchase and merge it. 
In the following part, we introduce the general system characteristic of market 
exit of failure bank of the developed countries and summarize the handling 
experience of failure bank which is respectively that market accession of bank 
influences market exit of bank. The financial supervision authority should maintain 
the confidence of related participants to financial system and promptly handle the 
failure bank by lowest cost. In addition, the government intervention must be 














the related managers. 
Finally, we firstly introduce practice of Chinese market exit of failure banks and 
analyze the handling defect. Then combining with the international experience, we 
put forward several public policy suggestions that can perfect the exit mechanism. 
These policy suggestions are respectively that we should create reasonable asset 
handling mechanism of failure bank, loss allocation mechanism, benefit driving 
mechanism and deposit insurance system. We should use more M&A exit form. In 
addition, we must improve closure policy, restrain official supervision moderately 
and strengthen market discipline. At last we must perfect the legislation of market 
exit of bank and crisis alarming system. 
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导  论 
 1
导  论 
一、选题的背景与意义 
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